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Abstract
In this paper, we present a new method, called uniform wear method, for 3D micro-EDM. Simple
electrodes such as with round or rectangular section are used. Uniform wear at the end of the
electrode was realized by layer-by-layer machining. This maintains the original electrode shape
and converts the three dimensional electrode wear to a linear one. By compensating the linear
electrode wear, complicated three dimensional cavities were successfully machined. This
technique was developed for micromolds, but the applicability for normal size molds was also
confirmed.
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1.lntroductipn
It is very difficult to machine a three-dimensional
micromold using a traditional fabrication method such as
milling because of the low mechanical strength of the
microtool. EDM is one of the methods which are free from
this problem. However, in micro-EDM, electrode wear
ratio is so large that a complex shaped electrode cannot
be used because the electrode shape quickly changes.
Moreover, the microcomplex electrode is difficult to
fabricate. These problems can be resolved using a simple
shaped electrode that moves along a designed 3D tool
path. There have been some reports on 3D EDM using a
simple electrode. However, in these cases, only cylindrical
or pipe shaped electrodes were used[l][3][6] and the
applicationwas limited.
In this paper, we present a new method, the uniform wear
method (UWM)[4]. Not only cylindrical electrodes, but also
electrodes with various sections can be used in this
method. Combined with appropriate electrode wear
compensation[5], the UWM can realize various complex
micro-3Dmolds.

2 U n i f m wear
The UWM is essentially a layer-by-layer machining
process, using a simple shaped electrode such as one
with a cylindrical or square shaped section. This method
is based on the phenomenon that under certain
conditions, the shape of the electrode tip is recovered
after machining one layer.

2 1 DesEach layer is machined horizontally as shown in Fig. 1.
When the electrode feed for one layer, AZ, and the
section area of the electrode are sufficiently small, the
deformation at the electrode tip due to wear disappears
after the machining of the layer because the deformed
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section is completely worn out and the tip becomes flat
again.
Since the flatness value of the machined layer bottom is
around U ,
AZ is set to be as small as possible. However,
productivity must be taken into account because a smaller
A 2 results in a lower productivity.

Figure 1 Layer-by-layer machining.

3 3 H o r i 7 m o d e o&
Electrode paths in the X-Y plane are shown in Fig. 2. Fig.
2 (a) shows the path for the first layer. At the starting point
shown as a black circle, the electrode is fed into the
workpiece until it reaches AZ. Then, the electrode follows
the path. When the electrode arrives at the end point
(white circle), the machined surface inclines from the
starting point to the end point because the electrode
becomes shorter due to wear. To compensate for this
inclination,the electrode follows path (b), the reverse path
of (a), after the next feed into the workpiece. If the next
two layers are machined by tool paths (c) and (d), in other
words, the four consecutive layers are machined in the
order of (a), (b), (c) and (d), then the finally obtained
surface precision will be within the last AZ. This is named
to-and-fro scanning.
In order to decrease the influence of the slightly rounded
edges of the electrode on the machined surface, the
distance of two neighboring lines is set at less than the
cross-sectional size of the electrode.
In the tool paths shown, the inner part and the outline of
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the machined area are scanned alternately. When the
outline is being machined, the edges of the electrode tip
become more rounded due to wear. However, when the
inner part of the layer is machined, discharge occurs
uniformly along the bottom surface of the electrode. This
restores the original end shape of the electrode and a
sharp corner reappears before the next outline path.

Figure 2 Tool paths in X-Y plane.

? 3 S u m of uniform wear method
Based on the above discussion, the rules of the uniform
wear method can be summarized as follows:
(1) Machining by the bottom of the electrode, or layer-bylayer machining with a small electrode feed for one layer;
(2) To-and-fro scanning;
(3) Tool paths overlapping;
(4) Machining the inner part and the outline of the targeted
area alternately.

This shape can be divided into five parts as shown in Fig.
3 (a)(Staircase effect is ignored in Figures 1, 3 and 8).
However, the bottom of wedge shaped part is difficult to
machine with a square cross section electrode. One
feasible solution, in this case, is to slice the cavity shape
as a whole rather than splitting it in five parts, as shown in
Fig. 3 (b). A simple tool path was designed as shown in
Fig. 4.
A square section electrode (50 x 50 pm2) was fabricated
by the WEDG method. AZ of each layer was calculated by
equation (1). The electrode was moved along the tool
paths, repeating the cycle of four paths in Fig. 4, where
either combination of (a)-(b) or (c)-(d) is within one layer.
Figure 5 shows the machined result. The machining time
was about 3 hours.
Table 1. Machining condition.

5 Wear c o m p e m a t h and design of tool slze
Compensation for longitudinal electrode wear is
necessary in the application of the UWM when machining
3D microcavities.
The basic equation for the compensation is derived as
follows, taking straight-cavity machining as an example.
After n layers of machining, the total wear of the electrode
is expressed as;

Figure 3 Components of a cross cavity with inclined
surfaces.

(n-AZ-n.L,,,)S,=n.L,*S,u,
Therefore,

L~AZ/(1+U~SWIs,),
(1)
Here,
L,,,--average machined depth for one layer,
S,--cross-sectional area of the electrode (X-Y plane),
S,--cross-sectional area of the cavity (X-Y plane),
u---volumetricrelative wear.
Since S, S, and u are known parameters before
machining, ,L
,, can be controlled by adjusting AZ.
Since A2 is usually set larger than 2L, in order to satisfy
the UWM condition, S,cu*S,.,
is recommended by
calculation using equation (1).
A 3D micromold, or a complex shape cavity, can be
divided into several simple parts. The cross-sectional
shape of a simple electrode is designed according to each
divided part and fabricated using the WEDG (Wire
Electrodischarge Grinding) method[2]. The simple
electrode is controlled to move along the tool paths
according to the principle of the UWM. The calculation of
the electrode wear compensation is performed before
machining each layer. Table 1 lists the machining
condition used in this experiment.

.

. . .

4.1 Cross
The cross cavity shown on the left of Fig. 3 was
machined. Since this shape has rectangular corners, an
electrode with a square cross section is suitable.
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Figure 4 Tool paths for cross shape (X-Y plane).

Figure 5 Machined cross cavity with inclined surfaces.
ocar
As an example of a more complicated cavrty, a mold for a
microcar model was fabricated. As shown in Fig. 6, it can
be divided into three parts: (a) body, (b) roof and (c)
wheels. A cylindrical electrode is suitable to machine the
roof pan because there are round corners. For other
parts, a square section electrode is obviously suitable.
However, machining these parts with a single electrode is
not recommended. The reason for this is as follows.
For accurate machining of the bottom of the wheels, a
very small S, is desirable. However, if a wide area
including the body is machined by an electrode with a
small S,, then the electrode must be very long to
compensate for the electrode wear. This will result in
electrode vibration or bending, hence unstable machining

and low accuracy.
Consequently, two different electrodes were prepared, a
60x60 p n 2 electrode for the body and a 40x40 pm2
electrode for the wheels.
The tool paths for the body and roof were designed in a
similar fashion, as shown in Fig. 7.
The tool paths for each wheel is shown in Rg. 8. In order
to improve the wear uniformity, the electrode was rotated
90 degrees when each layer was finished.
Figure 9 shows the machined microcar mold. The
electrodes after machining are shown in Fig. 10. It can be
seen that the shape of electrode tips was unchanged after
machining. The machining time of the microcar mold and
the electrodes was about 10 hours.
Figure 11 shows a molded microcar model of polystyrene
using the mold machined above.

-

To v e r i i the feasibility of the uniform wear method and
the compensation equation in a wider dimension range,
several experiments were carried out.

W

(b) roof
(c) wheel
Figure 6 Components of a microcar mold.

Figure 7 Tool paths for machining parts of body and
roof (X-Y plane).
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Figure 8 Tool paths for machining of wheels.

A square cavity with inclined surfaces, with the
dimensions shown in Fig. 12, was machined by the W M
and the wear compensation technique. This type of cavlty
is a typical example for verifying the effectiveness of the
UWM because it requires the machining of sharp corners.
A machining test of the same shape cavity using a
conventional shaped electrode was also carried out for
comparison. A commercial EDM machine was used in
these experiments. The machined cavities were
measured to analyze the results using the different
methods. Table 2 shows the machining conditions.
Table 2. Machining conditions in the experiments
on a conventional EDM machine.
I oDen circuit voltaae I ioo v
1

A square section electrode of 10x10 mm2 was used. In
The
this experiment, the pulse on-time was set at 50~s.
tool path in the X-Y plane was similar to that in Fig. 7 with
the overlapping of 8mm. L, was set at 30pm. AZs of the
first layer and the last layer calculated by the
compensation equation are 4 0 and
~ 31pm, respectively.
The total wear length of the electrode was 2.18mm.
The machining by the shaped electrode was carried out
with the same discharge condition.
Figure 13 shows the machined cavities and the used
electrodes. The machining times were 13 hours for UWM
and 8.5 hours for conventional sinking.
The machined cavities were measured using 3D
measuring equipment. The difference between the
theoretical depth and the machined depth is shown as the
error in Fig. 14. By comparing the two curves
corresponding to the UWM and conventional sinking, it
can be concluded that better accuracy is expected in the

Figure 10 Electrodes after machining.

Figure 11 Press molding of a microcar model.

Figure 12 Dimension of the square cavity.
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wear method and the wear compensation technique are
applicable in a wide range of cavity sizes. Although the
machining time is still long, further improvement in
machining efficiency and the advantage that it does not
require the preparation of a complex shaped electrode
makes this technology practical for use in various phases
of micromold and macromold fabrication.

Figure 15 Machined spherical cavity and the electrode.

Figure 13 Machined cavities and the used electrodes.
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Figure 16 Measured profile of the spherical cavity.
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Figure 14 Error in the machined depth.
application of UWM. In particular, the peaks of the error at
the cavity comers are markedly reduced.
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